ATP-powered motors package DNA into viral proheads via a portal nanochannel, overcoming large forces resisting DNA confinement arising from DNA bending rigidity, electrostatic self-repulsion, and entropy loss^[@R1],\ [@R11]--[@R14]^. In addition to being of biological interest, viral packaging is an experimentally accessible model for investigating effects of spatial confinement on polymer dynamics, a topic of fundamental interest in polymer physics^[@R15]--[@R19]^. Although the physics of DNA packaging has been modeled theoretically using a wide variety of analytic and simulation methods^[@R11]--[@R14]^, a full understanding has remained elusive.

In aqueous solutions containing monovalent and divalent salt ions DNA-DNA self-interactions are purely repulsive^[@R20],\ [@R21]^. We obtain this condition here with a standard packaging buffer containing 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl~2~, and 0.5 mM ATP. Addition of +3 or +4 ions induces attractive DNA-DNA interactions and above a critical ion concentration, the interaction becomes net attractive, which causes condensation of DNA in solution into a densely-packed form^[@R20],\ [@R21]^. We obtain this condition here by adding 5 mM spermidine or 20 mM spermine to the standard packaging buffer. With 100% of the wildtype genome length packaged, X-ray scattering measurements on phage lambda virus, which packages to similar density as the phage phi29 we study here, show that +3 or +4 ions do not induce a net attractive DNA-DNA interaction because the strands are confined to such a small spacing that they are in a repulsive portion of the distance-dependent interaction potential^[@R22]^. However at lower packing density, e.g. with 78% of the wildtype genome length packaged, the X-ray measurements show that a net attractive interaction is induced^[@R22]^. A net attractive interaction is induced in our studies when we add polyamine ions because we are in this regime of lower packing density.

Addition of a low concentration of +3 ions, below the threshold for DNA condensation, speeds up packaging in phage phi29 viruses^[@R23]^ and increases the yield of lambda phages in an in vitro assembly assay^[@R24]^, consistent with packaging being facilitated by a reduction in strength of the net repulsive DNA-DNA interaction due to increased ionic screening. However with a larger concentration of +3 ions, when the DNA-DNA interaction becomes net attractive, we found that frequent stalling of DNA packaging occurs^[@R3]^. This finding was unexpected because theoretical models predicted that forces resisting DNA confinement would be greatly reduced with a net attractive interaction^[@R11]--[@R13],\ [@R25],\ [@R26]^. We present evidence here suggesting that this stalling occurs because the DNA undergoes a nonequilibrium jamming transition.

Many soft matter systems, including colloids, granular materials, suspensions, clays, pastes, and foams exhibit nonequilibrium transitions from a fluid-like to solid-like state^[@R4]--[@R8]^. The concept of a jamming transition was proposed to be a universal mechanism for such transitions based on the formation of a disordered stress-bearing network of geometrically-constrained particles^[@R4],\ [@R8],\ [@R27]^. Characteristic features of this transition are that it occurs above a critical packing density and/or below a critical load force, and is promoted by attractive interactions^[@R5]^. Unjamming can be induced by application of a force that exceeds the "yield force" of the jammed material. Another characteristic feature is that these systems exhibit history-dependent dynamics or "memory effects"^[@R4],\ [@R6],\ [@R28]^.

The concept of jamming has been shown to be applicable to the packing of macroscopic \"granular polymer chains\", governed by jamming of semi-rigid loops^[@R29]^. Here, we provide evidence that jamming can also occur in a submicroscopic polymer chain with increasing density under confinement and that net attractive self- interactions promote this. We also present data suggesting that an unjamming transition can be induced by force or by changing the DNA-DNA interaction from net attractive to purely repulsive.

We measure packaging of single DNA molecules into single bacteriophage phi29 proheads using optical tweezers ([Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"})^[@R2],\ [@R30]--[@R32]^. In the purely repulsive DNA-DNA interaction condition the 6.6 µm genome length of DNA is efficiently packaged into the \~50 nm diameter prohead in \~5 minutes, reaching a final density of \~0.5 g/ml. However, in the net attractive interaction condition, 75% ± 2.5% (mean ± standard error; n = 293) of complexes stopped abruptly before packaging 80% of the genome length, an effect we refer to as \"stalling\"^[@R3]^. In the purely repulsive condition stalling was only observed in 8% ± 1.5% (n = 343) of complexes. Our interpretation is that stalling occurs because the packaged DNA undergoes a jamming transition and translocation halts because the yield force of the jammed DNA exceeds the maximum force the motor can exert. This finding is consistent with theoretical predictions and experiments on colloid systems showing that attractive interactions promote jamming^[@R5],\ [@R10]^.

To investigate whether viral packaging exhibits history-dependent dynamics, a signature observed in many other systems that undergo jamming^[@R4],\ [@R6],\ [@R28]^, we conducted experiments in which the solution was changed during packaging to switch the DNA-DNA interactions between purely repulsive and net attractive. First, we initiated packaging in the purely repulsive condition and proceeded to various filling levels (fraction of genome length packaged). The complex was then moved rapidly, within \~1 s, into the net attractive condition. We find that the fraction of complexes that stall per unit time after switching the condition decreases with increasing DNA length pre-packaged in the repulsive condition ([Fig. 1b--d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, 41% ± 3% (n=210) of complexes stalled within one minute after switching to the net attractive condition at 20% (standard deviation, 6%) filling, versus 28% ± 5% (n=89) of complexes after switching at 49% (standard deviation, 9%), versus 8 ± 3% (n=113) of complexes after switching at 66% (standard deviation, 6%) filling. This effect results in a decrease in the heterogeneity in length DNA packaged vs. time with increasing length pre-packaged under repulsive interactions ([Fig. 1e](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the dynamics are indeed history-dependent. Our interpretation is that the repulsive condition promotes formation of more favorable (lower energy) packed DNA conformations that persist and influence the dynamics of rearrangement of the packaged DNA after switching to the net attractive condition. History dependence was also observed in the motor velocity at some filling levels---compared with that measured after switching at 20% filling (standard deviation, 6%), the average velocity was \~6% higher over the range from 40--50% filling after switching in this range, and \~16% higher over the range from 60--70% filling after switching in this range ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We also conducted experiments in which complexes were briefly exposed to net attractive conditions at low filling (for \~20 s at filling levels up to 26%; standard deviation, 8%) then moved to the repulsive condition ([Fig. 1f](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Whereas no stalling was induced during the brief exposure to net attractive conditions, 39% ± 7.6% (n = 41) of complexes stalled after a return to repulsive conditions compared with only 8% ± 1.5% (n = 343) packaged with continuously repulsive interactions. This again shows that the DNA translocation dynamics are strongly history dependent and suggests that unfavorable DNA conformations formed during early stages of packaging can influence the subsequent dynamics and promote stalling.

We next analyzed in further detail the dynamics of DNA translocation in the continuously net attractive condition. Strikingly, we find that stalling is usually preceded by an abrupt and large deceleration event ([Fig. 2a&b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Examples of these events are shown in [Supplementary Fig. 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. 77% ± 2.5% (n = 293) of complexes exhibited maximum decelerations greater than three standard deviations below the average at the same filling level in the repulsive condition ([Fig. 2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The sudden decreases in motor velocity indicate that the DNA has undergone an abrupt transition in conformation that causes a large increase in resistance. One possible interpretation is that, at this point, the DNA undergoes a jamming transition but that the motor can generate a force that exceeds the yield force of the DNA and rapidly induces an unjamming transition, allowing translocation to continue. Given the time resolution of our measurement (\~1 s) we would not expect to observe arrest because the high rate of translocation (\~50 nm/s) would rapidly increase the applied force and induce unjamming. Within this interpretation, our results would imply that the yield force of individual jammed complexes is highly variable---in some it is high enough to cause irreversible stalling while in others it is lower and the motor can induce unjamming.

Notably, both deceleration and stalling events during packaging in the net attractive condition occur over a wide range of filling levels ([Fig. 2d](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the density at which jamming occurs for individual complexes is also highly variable. However, for the ensemble of complexes the probability of both deceleration and stalling events increases with prohead filling ([Fig. 2e](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), as expected for jamming. 88% ± 2.9% (n = 226) of the complexes exhibiting deceleration events subsequently stalled. Our interpretation is that although the DNA can be un-jammed by motor force its conformation is such that it is predisposed to jam again, ultimately stalling the motor irreversibly. This finding demonstrates another form of history-dependent behavior in which the translocation dynamics of a complex depends on its past translocation dynamics. After a deceleration event the packaging rate also remains low and does not increase back to the original value. The average motor velocity exhibited by complexes following a deceleration event is lower at every filling level compared with that of complexes that did not undergo or had not yet undergone a deceleration event ([Fig. 2f](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). It is therefore possible that the deceleration does not represent a jamming (fluid-solid) transition followed by unjamming, but rather a transition from a fluid-like state to another more viscous fluid-like state which presents higher resistance and slows the motor.

Behavior more clearly like an unjamming (solid-to-fluid) transition was observed in a different experiment in which complexes that stalled in the net attractive condition were switched into the purely repulsive condition ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Restarting of DNA translocation was observed in 49% ± 5.1% (n = 96) of trials, consistent with the expectation that unjamming can be induced at constant density and constant force by reducing the strength of the attractive interactions^[@R4],\ [@R5]^. On the other hand, roughly half of complexes did not restart, suggesting that the DNA may be trapped in an unfavorable conformation, formed in the net attractive condition, which cannot quickly relax to allow packaging to resume on the timescale of the measurement. A long relaxation time is plausible given that our previous measurements revealed DNA relaxation times as long as 10 minutes even in the purely repulsive condition^[@R33]^.

Almost all of the complexes which stall then later exhibit slipping of the DNA back out of the prohead. In only 2% of packaging events in the attractive condition did data recording end before a slip was observed. The average time between stalling and slipping was similar in the continuously net attractive condition (20 ± 2 sec) and in the experiments where the condition was switched after stalling from net attractive to repulsive (17 ± 4 sec). It has been shown that proheads can be perforated by freezing and thawing such that the DNA leaks out of the prohead as it is translocated and there is no buildup of force resisting DNA confinement^[@R34]^. In the net attractive condition we find that only 2% ± 2% of complexes with perforated proheads slip after 1 minute compared with 21% ± 2% for regular proheads. We therefore attribute the frequent slipping after stalling observed with regular proheads not to weakened DNA grip, but to high resistance force presented by jammed DNA that causes failure of the motor-DNA grip.

The single DNA molecule jamming we provide evidence for exhibits a striking difference from jamming measured in macroscopic samples of colloidal particles in that the transition in the latter case occurs over a much smaller range of packing densities. In Ref. ^[@R5]^ a sharp fluid-to-solid transition was measured for carbon black particles as the volume fraction was increased from \~0.05 to 0.053, whereas the individual complexes in our studies stalled at DNA volume fractions ranging from \~0.05 to 0.4. This difference is likely attributable to the much smaller size of our system. Theoretical studies of disordered systems of athermal particles predict that the range of densities over which jamming occurs increases with decreasing system size (number of particles) and that attractive interactions cause jamming at lower densities ^[@R9],\ [@R10]^. The colloidal samples studied in Ref. ^[@R5]^ contained \>10^9^ particles (volumes large enough to be measured in a rheometer), whereas the viral DNA can be modeled as a polymer with only \~100 persistence lengths (statistically uncorrelated segments in terms of tangent vector directions in free solution)^[@R35]^.

Interestingly, evidence has been presented that DNA packaged in mature lambda phages (100% wildtype genome length) undergoes a solid-to-fluid like transition at increased temperature^[@R36]^. The transition was reported to occur in a narrow temperature range of a few °C in conditions with net repulsive DNA-DNA interactions. Notably, in our measurements we observe much less heterogeneity in the packaging dynamics in the repulsive condition than in the net attractive condition ([Fig. 1e](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Some of the evidence for the temperature-dependent transition in Ref. ^[@R36]^ was from bulk X-ray scattering and calorimetry measurements, providing statistical averages, which may not reveal heterogeneity in individual complexes. However, spring constants of individual viruses were also measured by atomic force microscopy and there appears to be higher variability in these at a temperature slightly below the transition point^[@R36]^. In another potentially related study, attractive DNA-DNA interactions were found to partly suppress ejection of DNA from phage lambda and cause larger variation in lengths of DNA remaining unejected than when ejection was suppressed by osmotic pressure in purely repulsive conditions^[@R37]^. The conclusion of this study that attractive interactions promotes the formation of nonequilibrium DNA conformations that effect DNA ejection is consistent with our conclusion that attractive interactions promotes formation of nonequilibrium conformations that affect the packaging dynamics.

Our findings suggest that at a particular filling level some viral proheads contain jammed DNA arrangements while others do not. At the ensemble level, the probability of jamming increases only gradually with packing density, not sharply as in macroscopic samples. Such behavior is generally consistent with the theoretical prediction that nanoscale systems should exhibit less-sharp phase transitions than macroscopic systems^[@R38]^.
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![Viral DNA packaging exhibits history-dependent dynamics\
(A) Prohead-motor complexes are attached to one trapped microsphere and DNA is attached to a second trapped microsphere. Packaging is initiated by bringing the two microspheres into proximity, whereupon the motor translocates the DNA. (B-D) Typical measurements of complexes that were initiated in the repulsive DNA-DNA interaction condition (blue lines) and allowed to proceed to \~20% (B), \~48% (C), or \~66% filling (D) prior to moving the complexes to the net attractive condition (red lines). (E) Standard deviation in length of DNA packaged vs. time for complexes measured in the repulsive condition (blue), net attractive condition (red), and after packaging \~20% (magenta), \~48% (green), or \~66% (grey) in the repulsive condition prior to moving them to the net attractive condition. Error bars indicate standard errors in the means calculated by applying the bootstrap method to the ensemble of datasets recorded on different complexes. (F) Typical measurements of complexes that were exposed to the net attractive condition (red) at low filling and subsequently moved to the repulsive condition (blue).](nihms772137f1){#F1}

![Deceleration and stalling events\
(a) Typical measurements showing abrupt decelerations and stalling of DNA translocation measured in the continuously net attractive condition (red), not observed in the continuously repulsive condition (blue). (b) Examples of velocity changes calculated in a 1 s window during deceleration events. (c) Maximum decelerations before 80% filling calculated in a 10 s window for the repulsive (bottom/blue) and net attractive condition (top/red). (d) Histogram of filling levels at which complexes exhibited deceleration events (top) and stalling events (bottom) when packaging in the continuously net attractive condition. (e) Probability, *p*, of a deceleration event vs. filling (dashed line) and probability of a stalling event vs. filling (solid line), calculated as the number of complexes that exhibit an event in each filling range divided by the number, *N*, that package to or through that range before stalling. Error bars indicate standard errors in the means, calculated as the standard deviation of the binomial distribution $\sqrt{p(1 - p)/N}$. (f) Mean motor velocity vs. filling for all sections of packaging before a deceleration event (including complexes that did not exhibit a deceleration event) (dashed line). Mean velocity vs. filling for all sections of packaging after a deceleration event (solid line). Error bars indicate standard errors in the means, computed as standard deviation divided by square root of the number of complexes.](nihms772137f2){#F2}

![Rescue of stalled complexes\
Typical measurements in which complexes that stalled in the net attractive condition (red) were rapidly moved back to the repulsive condition (blue) causing translocation to restart. Inset: Zoomed-in plot showing one example where a stalled complex suddenly restarted (dashed lines indicate period when the complex was moved).](nihms772137f3){#F3}
